
Name Description Domains Lifespan

CMPRO

This domain is owned by Casale 
Media. The main business activity 
is: Advertising revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

RES_SESSIONID cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

DUMMY_COOKIE revzilla.com,jpcycles.com SESSION

3060738.3440491 jpcycles.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_visitor rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_ga

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics - which 
is a significant update to Google's 
more commonly used analytics 
service. This cookie is used to 
distinguish unique users by 
assigning a randomly generated 
number as a client identifier. It is 
included in each page request in a 
site and used to calculate visitor, 
session and campaign data for the 
sites analytics reports.  By default it 
is set to expire after 2 years, 
although this is customisable by 
website owners. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

CMID

This domain is owned by Casale 
Media. The main business activity 
is: Advertising revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

tuuid_lu

This domain is owned by Improve 
Digital, a company based in the 
Netherlands with offices in various 
EU locations. Improve Digital is 
itself majority owned by Swiss-
based PubliGroupe. The company 
provides a technology platform to 
enable website owners to manage 
online third party advertising 
through their websites. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

rCookie rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



SSOD revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__lc2_cst revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gid

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics. This 
appears to be a new cookie and as 
of Spring 2017 no information is 
available from Google.  It appears 
to store and update a unique value 
for each page visited. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

a307080 cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

bn_u revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gd#############

This cookie contains no identifying 
information and is used for 
diagnostic purposes by Impact 
Radius, a service we use to track 
signup commissions for our affiliate 
program. We have categorized it 
under Functionality because it is 
necessary for the operation of our 
affiliate program. cyclegear.com SESSION

__cf_bm

The __cf_bm cookie is a cookie 
necessary to support Cloudflare 
Bot Management, currently in 
private beta. As part of our bot 
management service, this cookie 
helps manage incoming traffic that 
matches criteria associated with 
bots.

cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_content cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

IR_gbd revzilla.com SESSION

_gac_UA-2671104-1 revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__oauth_redirect_detector rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

dc cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



_dc_gtm_UA-xxxxxxxx

This cookie is associated with sites 
using Google Tag Manager to load 
other scripts and code into a page.  
Where it is used it may be regarded 
as Strictly Necessary as without it, 
other scripts may not function 
correctly. The end of the name is a 
unique number which is also an 
identifier for an associated Google 
Analytics account. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_ga revzilla.com PERSISTENT

u revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gclxxxx Google conversion tracking cookie cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gat_gtag_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxGoogle Analytics cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_visitor rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid

Cookie associated with sites using 
CloudFlare, used to speed up page 
load times. According to CloudFlare 
it is used to override any security 
restrictions based on the IP address 
the visitor is coming from. It does 
not contain any user identification 
information. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

mg_sync revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

OTZ cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



OptanonConsent

This cookie is set by the cookie 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust. It stores information 
about the categories of cookies the 
site uses and whether visitors have 
given or withdrawn consent for the 
use of each category. This enables 
site owners to prevent cookies in 
each category from being set in the 
users browser, when consent is not 
given. The cookie has a normal 
lifespan of one year, so that 
returning visitors to the site will 
have their preferences 
remembered. It contains no 
information that can identify the 
site visitor. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_redline_session_id cyclegear.com SESSION

riding_style_lightbox_poppedrXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT

pxl

This domain is owned by Improve 
Digital, a company based in the 
Netherlands with offices in various 
EU locations. Improve Digital is 
itself majority owned by Swiss-
based PubliGroupe. The company 
provides a technology platform to 
enable website owners to manage 
online third party advertising 
through their websites. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gid jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

rskxRunCookie rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

uc

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT



um

This domain is owned by Improve 
Digital, a company based in the 
Netherlands with offices in various 
EU locations. Improve Digital is 
itself majority owned by Swiss-
based PubliGroupe. The company 
provides a technology platform to 
enable website owners to manage 
online third party advertising 
through their websites. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

PugT

This domain is owned by Pubmatic. 
It operates an advertising exchange 
platform where online publishers 
can sell targeted advertising space 
to media buyers using real time 
bidding. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

ts cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__insp_dct revzilla.com SESSION

obuid

This domain is owned by Outbrain, 
which describes itself as a content 
discovery platform.  It provides 
technology to help distribute 
content targeted to individuals 
interests. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_hid cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

JSESSIONID

This domain is controlled by New 
Relic, which provides a platform for 
monitoring the performance of 
web and mobile applications. jpcycles.com SESSION

tuuid

This domain is owned by IPONWEB 
and is used to provide a real time 
bidding platform for online 
advertising. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

srv_id cyclegear.com SESSION

mp_jpcycles_mixpanel jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

preferred_store_id cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



nid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

mvtdebug jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

ljt_reader rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

riding_style_lightbox_poppedrXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT

bn_ext_u revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_rtbhouse_source_ revzilla.com PERSISTENT

bn_ext_u cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

icts jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

__insp_slim revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gid

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics. This 
appears to be a new cookie and as 
of Spring 2017 no information is 
available from Google.  It appears 
to store and update a unique value 
for each page visited. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

firstPageVisited jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

OptanonConsent

This cookie is set by the cookie 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust. It stores information 
about the categories of cookies the 
site uses and whether visitors have 
given or withdrawn consent for the 
use of each category. This enables 
site owners to prevent cookies in 
each category from being set in the 
users browser, when consent is not 
given. The cookie has a normal 
lifespan of one year, so that 
returning visitors to the site will 
have their preferences 
remembered. It contains no 
information that can identify the 
site visitor. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

am-uid cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



vglnk.PartnerRfsh.p

Disqus is a blog comment hosting 
service offering a platform for 
social integration, social 
networking, user profiles, analytics 
and more.

jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

tea_shown_JlwvU6H5qZNF3NTsite revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_COOKIE revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rr_rcs rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

CMRUM3

This domain is owned by Casale 
Media. The main business activity 
is: Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

SSPV revzilla.com PERSISTENT

crl8.fpcuid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_hjIncludedInSample

This cookie is associated with web 
analytics functionality and services 
from Hot Jar, a Malta based 
company. It uniquely identifies a 
visitor during a single browser 
session and indicates they are 
included in an audience sample. revzilla.com SESSION

AWSALB revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

This domain is owned by Facebook, 
which is the world's largest social 
networking service.  As a third 
party host provider, it mostly 
collects data on the interests of 
users via widgets such as the 'Like' 
button found on many websites.  
This is used to serve targeted 
advertising to its users when 
logged into its services.  In 2014 it 
also started serving up 
behaviourally targeted advertising 
on other websites, similar to most 
dedicated online marketing 
companies. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com,jpcycles.comSESSION



mp_jpcycles_mixpanel jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

SSRT cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

AWSALB revzilla.com PERSISTENT

tracker_device revzilla.com,jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

BCTempID

This cookie name is associated with 
software from from BlueConic, a 
USA and Netherlands based 
business, which supplies 
technologies to profile site visitors 
for targeted marketing purposes. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_SHOWN revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_SESSION revzilla.com SESSION

NID

This domain is owned by Google 
Inc. Although Google is primarily 
known as a search engine, the 
company provides a diverse range 
of products and services. Its main 
source of revenue however is 
advertising. Google tracks users 
extensively both through its own 
products and sites, and the 
numerous technologies embedded 
into many millions of websites 
around the world. It uses the data 
gathered from most of these 
services to profile the interests of 
web users and sell advertising 
space to organisations based on 
such interest profiles as well as 
aligning adverts to the content on 
the pages where its customer's 
adverts appear. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

csync

This domain is owned by Smart Ad 
Server. The main business activity 
is: Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



_ga

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics - which 
is a significant update to Google's 
more commonly used analytics 
service. This cookie is used to 
distinguish unique users by 
assigning a randomly generated 
number as a client identifier. It is 
included in each page request in a 
site and used to calculate visitor, 
session and campaign data for the 
sites analytics reports.  By default it 
is set to expire after 2 years, 
although this is customisable by 
website owners. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

cf_ob_info cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

__test__ cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION

cf_use_ob cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

JSESSIONID cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION

YSC

YouTube is a Google owned 
platform for hosting and sharing 
videos. YouTube collects user data 
through videos embedded in 
websites, which is aggregated with 
profile data from other Google 
services in order to display 
targeted advertising to web visitors 
across a broad range of their own 
and other websites. cyclegear.com,jpcycles.com SESSION

TURNTO_VISITOR_COOKIE cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

vehicles revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_SHOWN cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rskxRunCookie rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

pid

This domain is owned by Smart Ad 
Server. The main business activity 
is: Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



cookieJartestCookie revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TT3bl cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION

_hjIncludedInSample

This cookie is associated with web 
analytics functionality and services 
from Hot Jar, a Malta based 
company. It uniquely identifies a 
visitor during a single browser 
session and indicates they are 
included in an audience sample. cyclegear.com SESSION

_gclxxxx Google conversion tracking cookie revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gat_UA-326360-1

This is a pattern type cookie set by 
Google Analytics, where the 
pattern element on the name 
contains the unique identity 
number of the account or website 
it relates to. It appears to be a 
variation of the _gat cookie which 
is used to limit the amount of data 
recorded by Google on high traffic 
volume websites. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

SSRT revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

ts_c

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

IR_11256 revzilla.com SESSION

_hjid

Hotjar cookie. This cookie is set 
when the customer first lands on a 
page with the Hotjar script. It is 
used to persist the random user ID, 
unique to that site on the browser. 
This ensures that behavior in 
subsequent visits to the same site 
will be attributed to the same user 
ID. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

stc120572 jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

ugid jpcycles.com PERSISTENT



m

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

AWSALBCORS cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

vehicle_id cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_hjTLDTest revzilla.com SESSION

__test__ cyclegear.com SESSION

x-pp-s

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com SESSION

sailthru_pageviews revzilla.com PERSISTENT

n

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_fbp revzilla.com PERSISTENT

i

This domain is owned by OpenX. 
The main business activity is: 
Advertising revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid

CrazyEgg is a service that is used 
for website analysis and A/B 
testing. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

BCSessionID cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_SESSION revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION

cuid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__utmz_RZ revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_uetsid

This cookie is used by Bing to 
determine what ads should be 
shown that may be relevant to the 
end user perusing the site. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

fr

Contains browser and user unique 
ID combination, used for targeted 
advertising.rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com,revzilla.com,jpcycles.comPERSISTENT

rmuid rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT



sailthru_pageviews cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gat jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

tuuid_lu

This domain is owned by IPONWEB 
and is used to provide a real time 
bidding platform for online 
advertising. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

tracker_device revzilla.com PERSISTENT

bn_ec revzilla.com PERSISTENT

cv

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

BCTempID

This cookie name is associated with 
software from from BlueConic, a 
USA and Netherlands based 
business, which supplies 
technologies to profile site visitors 
for targeted marketing purposes. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_SESSION cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION

tuuid

This domain is owned by Improve 
Digital, a company based in the 
Netherlands with offices in various 
EU locations. Improve Digital is 
itself majority owned by Swiss-
based PubliGroupe. The company 
provides a technology platform to 
enable website owners to manage 
online third party advertising 
through their websites. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

__insp_nv revzilla.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_hid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid

This domain is owned by 
Cloudflare, a USA based company 
providing technology to improve 
web page loading speeds for high 
traffic websites. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



__lc_cid cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_ga

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics - which 
is a significant update to Google's 
more commonly used analytics 
service. This cookie is used to 
distinguish unique users by 
assigning a randomly generated 
number as a client identifier. It is 
included in each page request in a 
site and used to calculate visitor, 
session and campaign data for the 
sites analytics reports.  By default it 
is set to expire after 2 years, 
although this is customisable by 
website owners. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

__insp_wid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_SHOWN revzilla.com PERSISTENT

umeh

This domain is owned by Improve 
Digital, a company based in the 
Netherlands with offices in various 
EU locations. Improve Digital is 
itself majority owned by Swiss-
based PubliGroupe. The company 
provides a technology platform to 
enable website owners to manage 
online third party advertising 
through their websites. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_rtbhouse_source_ cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

selected_store_id cyclegear.com SESSION

tracker_device jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

__utmz_FT cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

icts jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

tracker_device jpcycles.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__test__ revzilla.com SESSION



VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE
This cookie is used as a unique 
identifier to track viewing of videos cyclegear.com,jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

pv

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_hjTLDTest cyclegear.com SESSION

international_experience revzilla.com SESSION

BCSessionID

This cookie name is associated with 
software from from BlueConic, a 
USA and Netherlands based 
business, which supplies 
technologies to profile site visitors 
for targeted marketing purposes. It 
stores a unique visitor identifier to 
recognise returning visitors. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gat revzilla.com PERSISTENT

rlas3 rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

IR_gbd cyclegear.com SESSION

_redline_session_id revzilla.com SESSION

SSOD revzilla.com PERSISTENT

pxrc

This domain is owned by Live Ramp 
Inc, providers of a platform for 
targeted marketing and profiling. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

ken_gclid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_COOKIE revzilla.com PERSISTENT

RES_TRACKINGID revzilla.com PERSISTENT

vehicles cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



BIGipServerJPC_ImageServers_SSL

This cookie name is associated with 
the BIG-IP product suite from 
company F5. Usually associated 
with managing sessions on load 
balanced servers, to ensure user 
requests are routed consistently to 
the correct server. The common 
root is BIGipServer most commonly 
followed by a domain name, 
usually the one that it is hosted on, 
but not always. jpcycles.com SESSION

s

This domain is owned by Rich 
Relevance. The main business 
activity is: Customer data and 
personalisation jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

riding_style_lightbox_poppedrXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT

RES_SESSIONID revzilla.com PERSISTENT

MUID

This domain is owned by Mircosoft 
- it is the site for the search engine 
Bing. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com,jpcycles.comPERSISTENT

email_subscription_lightbox_popped revzilla.com PERSISTENT

mc

This cookie is usually provided by 
Quantserve to track anonymous 
information about how website 
visitors use the site. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rmStore rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_COOKIE cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rtbhs rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

lastRskxRun revzilla.com PERSISTENT

SSID

This cookie carries out information 
about how the end user uses the 
website and any advertising that 
the end user may have seen before 
visiting the said website. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

BCReferrerOverrule revzilla.com PERSISTENT



PUBMDCID

This domain is owned by Pubmatic. 
It operates an advertising exchange 
platform where online publishers 
can sell targeted advertising space 
to media buyers using real time 
bidding. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_fbp

Used by Facebook to deliver a 
series of advertisement products 
such as real time bidding from 
third party advertisers cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

X-PP-SILOVER

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rmuid rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_gid

This cookie name is associated with 
Google Universal Analytics. This 
appears to be a new cookie and as 
of Spring 2017 no information is 
available from Google.  It appears 
to store and update a unique value 
for each page visited. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

AA003

This domain is owned by Atlas 
Solutions which is in turn owned by 
Facebook. Atlas is an online 
advertising business, targeting 
users through tracking their web 
activity. From September 2014 the 
company re-launched under the 
ownership of Facebook, promising 
the ability to reach known users 
and target adverts based on 
profiles generated using 
Facebook's user data. revzilla.com,jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_SESSION cyclegear.com SESSION

BCTempID cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

navigation.state jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

__insp_targlpu revzilla.com PERSISTENT



IR_11258 cyclegear.com SESSION

AWSALB cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_VISITOR_COOKIE revzilla.com PERSISTENT

AWSALBCORS revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gid cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

OptanonConsent

This cookie is set by the cookie 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust. It stores information 
about the categories of cookies the 
site uses and whether visitors have 
given or withdrawn consent for the 
use of each category. This enables 
site owners to prevent cookies in 
each category from being set in the 
users browser, when consent is not 
given. The cookie has a normal 
lifespan of one year, so that 
returning visitors to the site will 
have their preferences 
remembered. It contains no 
information that can identify the 
site visitor. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

RES_TRACKINGID cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

email_subscription_lightbox_popped revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__insp_targlpt revzilla.com PERSISTENT

ResonanceSegment revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_uetsid

This cookie is used by Bing to 
determine what ads should be 
shown that may be relevant to the 
end user perusing the site. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT



BCSessionID

This cookie name is associated with 
software from from BlueConic, a 
USA and Netherlands based 
business, which supplies 
technologies to profile site visitors 
for targeted marketing purposes. It 
stores a unique visitor identifier to 
recognise returning visitors. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_gat_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxGoogle Analytics Cookies cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

ATN

This domain is owned by Atlas 
Solutions which is in turn owned by 
Facebook. Atlas is an online 
advertising business, targeting 
users through tracking their web 
activity. From September 2014 the 
company re-launched under the 
ownership of Facebook, promising 
the ability to reach known users 
and target adverts based on 
profiles generated using 
Facebook's user data. revzilla.com,jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

CASID revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION

ts

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__lc_cst revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

tea_shown_xCnNGWJ3LnmupqHsite cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_content revzilla.com PERSISTENT

tluid

This domain is owned by TripleLift, 
a USA based business providing 
programmatic native advertising 
services. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

CMPS

This domain is owned by Casale 
Media. The main business activity 
is: Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_ga revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



gdpr_status
Media.net is a global online 
advertising technology network. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__lc2_cid revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_fbp

Used by Facebook to deliver a 
series of advertisement products 
such as real time bidding from 
third party advertisers revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gclxxxx Google conversion tracking cookie jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

X-PP-L7

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com SESSION

__cfduid

Cookie associated with sites using 
CloudFlare, used to speed up page 
load times. According to CloudFlare 
it is used to override any security 
restrictions based on the IP address 
the visitor is coming from. It does 
not contain any user identification 
information. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

mvtid jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

AWSALBCORS revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

lastRskxRun cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid

Cookie associated with sites using 
CloudFlare, used to speed up page 
load times. According to CloudFlare 
it is used to override any security 
restrictions based on the IP address 
the visitor is coming from. It does 
not contain any user identification 
information. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

__ssp__history__session revzilla.com PERSISTENT

JSESSIONID revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION

__utmz_FT revzilla.com PERSISTENT

targetcid7 revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_content cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



vmuid revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

SSSC revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

rCookie rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_COOKIE revzilla.com PERSISTENT

cart jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

SSSC cyclegear.com SESSION

sc_f cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

LANG

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_fbp

Used by Facebook to deliver a 
series of advertisement products 
such as real time bidding from 
third party advertisers jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

mc

This cookie is usually provided by 
Quantserve to track anonymous 
information about how website 
visitors use the site. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

lang

This domain is owned by Twitter. 
The main business activity is: Social 
Networking Services. Where 
twitter acts as a third party host, it 
collects data through a range of 
plug-ins and integrations, that is 
primarily used for tracking and 
targeting. Twitter does not 
currently provide information on 
the use of specific cookies. revzilla.com SESSION

_hjIncludedInSample revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION

nid cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



__livechat

This domain is owned by LiveChat 
Inc. a USA based company that 
provides online chat software to 
website owners, enabling them to 
engage in live text based 
conversations with their visitors. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TT3bl revzilla.com SESSION

c

This domain is owned by IPONWEB 
and is used to provide a real time 
bidding platform for online 
advertising. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

AWSALB revzilla.com PERSISTENT

OptanonAlertBoxClosed

This cookie is set by websites using 
certain versions of the cookie law 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 
have seen a cookie information 
notice and in some cases only 
when they actively close the notice 
down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than 
once to a user.  The cookie has a 
one year lifespan and contains no 
personal information. jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

oAuthLoginMethod revzilla.com PERSISTENT

stx_user_id

This domain is owned by 
Sharethrough, a USA based 
company providing an online 
native advertising technology 
platform and services. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

A3

This domain is owned by Yahoo. 
The main business activity is: 
Search / Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__insp_norec_sess revzilla.com PERSISTENT

email_subscription_lightbox_popped revzilla.com PERSISTENT

rtbhouse rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT



enforce_policy

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TT3bl cyclegear.com SESSION

HBsession jpcycles.com SESSION

bn_u cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

TT3bl cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION

CID revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

BCSessionID cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

CMST

This domain is owned by Casale 
Media. The main business activity 
is: Advertising revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

bn_cd revzilla.com PERSISTENT

BCTempID revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

nsid

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com SESSION

rmuid rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

KHcl0EuY7AKSMgfvHl7J5E7hPtK

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

INGRESSCOOKIE

This domain is owned by 
Pulsepoint (formerly Contextweb). 
The main business activity is: 
Digital marketing, real time ad 
bidding exchange and audience 
profiling revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION



OTZ

This domain is owned by Google 
Inc. Although Google is primarily 
known as a search engine, the 
company provides a diverse range 
of products and services. Its main 
source of revenue however is 
advertising. Google tracks users 
extensively both through its own 
products and sites, and the 
numerous technologies embedded 
into many millions of websites 
around the world. It uses the data 
gathered from most of these 
services to profile the interests of 
web users and sell advertising 
space to organisations based on 
such interest profiles as well as 
aligning adverts to the content on 
the pages where its customer's 
adverts appear. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

SSID

This cookie carries out information 
about how the end user uses the 
website and any advertising that 
the end user may have seen before 
visiting the said website. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

ResonanceSegment cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

c cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

srv_id revzilla.com SESSION

_gid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gat_gtag_xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxGoogle Analytics revzilla.com PERSISTENT

ASP.NET_SessionId

General purpose platform session 
cookie, used by sites written with 
Miscrosoft .NET based 
technologies. Usually used to 
maintain an anonymised user 
session by the server. jpcycles.com SESSION



akavpau_ppsd

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision revzilla.com,cyclegear.com SESSION

SSID

This cookie carries out information 
about how the end user uses the 
website and any advertising that 
the end user may have seen before 
visiting the said website. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

test_cookie test_cookie revzilla.com,cyclegear.com,jpcycles.comPERSISTENT

rCookie rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_hjid

Hotjar cookie. This cookie is set 
when the customer first lands on a 
page with the Hotjar script. It is 
used to persist the random user ID, 
unique to that site on the browser. 
This ensures that behavior in 
subsequent visits to the same site 
will be attributed to the same user 
ID. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

tsrce

This domain is owned by Paypal. 
The main business activity is: E-
commerce Provision cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

B

This domain is owned by Yahoo. 
The main business activity is: 
Search / Advertising cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_ga jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

tracker_device revzilla.com PERSISTENT

IDE

This domain is owned by 
Doubleclick (Google). The main 
business activity is: Doubleclick is 
Googles real time bidding 
advertising exchange revzilla.com,cyclegear.com,jpcycles.comPERSISTENT

sailthru_pageviews cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

bn_ec cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

SSRT revzilla.com PERSISTENT



GPS

YouTube is a Google owned 
platform for hosting and sharing 
videos. YouTube collects user data 
through videos embedded in 
websites, which is aggregated with 
profile data from other Google 
services in order to display 
targeted advertising to web visitors 
across a broad range of their own 
and other websites. cyclegear.com,jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_redline_key revzilla.com SESSION

OptanonAlertBoxClosed

This cookie is set by websites using 
certain versions of the cookie law 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 
have seen a cookie information 
notice and in some cases only 
when they actively close the notice 
down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than 
once to a user.  The cookie has a 
one year lifespan and contains no 
personal information. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_fbp

Used by Facebook to deliver a 
series of advertisement products 
such as real time bidding from 
third party advertisers revzilla.com,cyclegear.com,jpcycles.comPERSISTENT

TURNTO_TEASER_SHOWN cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

rrsessionid rXXXXXXXXXX jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

lastRskxRun cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

vehicle_id revzilla.com PERSISTENT

rskxRunCookie rXXXXXXXXXX revzilla.com PERSISTENT



vglnk.Agent.p

Disqus is a blog comment hosting 
service offering a platform for 
social integration, social 
networking, user profiles, analytics 
and more.

jpcycles.com PERSISTENT

_hjCachedUserAttributes revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

tuuid cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

KRTBCOOKIE_xxxx

This cookie is used to correlate IDs 
with those of Pubmatic partners 
(such as demand side platform 
clients or other advertising 
technology companies). Pubmatic 
passes information stored by the 
partner in this cookie to the 
partner when it is considering 
whether to purchase 
advertisements. This enables the 
partner to make better decisions 
about whether to display an 
advertisement to you. revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

sailthru_visitor rXXXXXXXXXX cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_redline_key cyclegear.com SESSION

SSOD cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

SSSC cyclegear.com,revzilla.com SESSION



OptanonAlertBoxClosed

This cookie is set by websites using 
certain versions of the cookie law 
compliance solution from 
OneTrust.  It is set after visitors 
have seen a cookie information 
notice and in some cases only 
when they actively close the notice 
down.  It enables the website not 
to show the message more than 
once to a user.  The cookie has a 
one year lifespan and contains no 
personal information. cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

t_gid

This domain is owned by Taboola 
Inc, a USA based company with 
multi-national presence.  It 
provides tageted native advertising 
services. cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT

_gd#############

This cookie contains no identifying 
information and is used for 
diagnostic purposes by Impact 
Radius, a service we use to track 
signup commissions for our affiliate 
program. We have categorized it 
under Functionality because it is 
necessary for the operation of our 
affiliate program. revzilla.com SESSION

TestIfCookieP

This domain is owned by Smart Ad 
Server. The main business activity 
is: Advertising revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

_uetsid

This cookie is used by Bing to 
determine what ads should be 
shown that may be relevant to the 
end user perusing the site. revzilla.com PERSISTENT

__cfduid revzilla.com PERSISTENT

ut revzilla.com,cyclegear.com PERSISTENT

AWSALB cyclegear.com,revzilla.com PERSISTENT



Hostname Category

casalemedia.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

affirm.com Functional Cookies

affirm.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

casalemedia.com Targeting Cookies

360yield.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies



www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

accounts.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

com.tr Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

accounts.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

betweendigital.com Performance Cookies



jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Performance Cookies

creativecdn.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

cm.mgid.com Functional Cookies

pay.google.com Functional Cookies



.cyclegear.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

360yield.com Targeting Cookies

hirebridge.com Functional Cookies

beacon.riskified.com Functional Cookies

recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies



360yield.com Targeting Cookies

pubmatic.com Targeting Cookies

creativecdn.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

outbrain.com Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

nr-data.net Performance Cookies

bidswitch.net Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

triggeredmail.appspot.com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies



www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

lijit.com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

linksynergy.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

.jpcycles.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

admixer.net Targeting Cookies



links.services.disqus.com Functional Cookies

www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

jpcycles.com Functional Cookies

casalemedia.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

www.facebook.com Targeting Cookies



jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

cdn1.affirm.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

google.com Targeting Cookies

smartadserver.com Targeting Cookies



cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

youtube.com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

smartadserver.com Targeting Cookies



sync.outbrain.com Functional Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

unsplash.com Performance Cookies



recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

openx.net Targeting Cookies

crazyegg.com Functional Cookies

cdn.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

facebook.com Targeting Cookies

linksynergy.com Performance Cookies



www.cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

hirebridge.com Functional Cookies

bidswitch.net Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

360yield.com Targeting Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

cloudflare.com Strictly Necessary Cookies



accounts.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

360yield.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

rmp.rakuten.com Performance Cookies

affirm.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies



youtube.com Targeting Cookies

recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

rlcdn.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

rlcdn.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

www.revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Performance Cookies



img.jpcycles.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

recs.richrelevance.com Targeting Cookies

cdn.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

bing.com Targeting Cookies

cdn.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

jpcycles.com Functional Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

outbrain.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies



pubmatic.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

rmp.rakuten.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

atdmt.com Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies



cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

pay.google.com Functional Cookies

.revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

jpcycles.com Targeting Cookies



www.cyclegear.com Targeting Cookies

pay.google.com Functional Cookies

atdmt.com Targeting Cookies

api.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

accounts.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

3lift.com Targeting Cookies

casalemedia.com Targeting Cookies

pay.google.com Functional Cookies



media.net Targeting Cookies

accounts.livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

richrelevance.com Functional Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

beacon.riskified.com Functional Cookies

cyclegear.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

addlv.smt.docomo.ne.jp Targeting Cookies

ak.sail-horizon.com Targeting Cookies



com.tr Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

mgid.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

c.paypal.com Functional Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

jpcycles.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cdn.syndication.twimg.com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Functional Cookies



livechatinc.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

bidswitch.net Targeting Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Targeting Cookies

.jpcycles.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

sharethrough.com Targeting Cookies

yahoo.com Targeting Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

adingo.jp Targeting Cookies



paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

hirebridge.com Functional Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies

us.supercsync.com Performance Cookies

comoto.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

casalemedia.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

cdn.blueconic.net Performance Cookies

www.paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

dc-storm.com Targeting Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

bh.contextweb.com Targeting Cookies



www.google.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

stats.paypal.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Strictly Necessary Cookies



www.paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

www.revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

doubleclick.net Targeting Cookies

beacon.riskified.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Performance Cookies

paypal.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

yahoo.com Targeting Cookies

hirebridge.com Functional Cookies

www.affirm.com Functional Cookies

doubleclick.net Targeting Cookies

ak.sail-horizon.com Targeting Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies



youtube.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Performance Cookies

.revzilla.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

com Targeting Cookies

ajax.cloudflare.com Performance Cookies

www.jpcycles.com Functional Cookies

cyclegear.com Functional Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

revzilla.com Functional Cookies



links.services.disqus.com Functional Cookies

script.hotjar.com Performance Cookies

betweendigital.com Functional Cookies

curalate.com Targeting Cookies

pubmatic.com Targeting Cookies

ak.sail-horizon.com Targeting Cookies

www.cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

cyclegear.com Performance Cookies

revzilla.com Targeting Cookies



.cyclegear.com Strictly Necessary Cookies

taboola.com Targeting Cookies

www.revzilla.com Functional Cookies

smartadserver.com Targeting Cookies

revzilla.com Targeting Cookies

inspectlet.com Targeting Cookies

betweendigital.com Targeting Cookies

static.www.turnto.com Functional Cookies


